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Migrants: 
Pulling us back or pushing 
us forward?
Dany Bahar, PhD
The Brookings Institution
Harvard CID, CESifo & IZA
@dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
”The country is flooding with 
uneducated migrants”
@dany_bahar
Putting things 
in context:
Migration is 
relatively small 
compared to 
int’l trade, and 
yet, resistance is 
much stronger
@dany_bahar
Yet, is has 
become more 
prevalent 
within certain 
countries…
@dany_bahar
…and low-
skilled 
migration is 
less and less 
common (at 
least in the US)
@dany_bahar
Let’s start with 
one of the 
biggest claims: 
are migration 
and crime 
related?
@dany_bahar
A raw correlation in the US shows no evidence of that…
@dany_bahar
But among those that commit crimes, what
can explain it? Labor market integration!
• Pinotti (2016) studies the regularization of immigrants in Italy in 2008. 
There were ~650K undocumented immigrants at the time.
• Inmigrants could get a work visa if an employer requested him/her
(domestic work or firms)…
• …but the government defined quotas by region and nationality. Based
on these quotas Pinotti estimates the effect of regularization on
crime.”
@dany_bahar
Pinotti (2016): A “natural experiment”
• Visa applications are made online, until
the quota is filled (typically ~30 mins)
• The experiment compares the criminal 
record of immigrants who applied and 
those who were just cut off by the quota
by a matter of minutes or even seconds
(e.g., just before and after 30 mins). 
• It is almost like giving visas randomly, 
which allows for a causal estimation.
@dany_bahar
Pinotti (2016): A “natural experiment”
• Those that were regularized (e.g., 
applied and received their visas) 
minutes before the cutoff reduced their
criminal activity by about 50%!!!
• The effect is driven by those who
received visa for domestic work (Type
A)
• There’s no effect for corporate visas (type
B) presumably because they were already
working in those firms
• The effect is not there for criminal 
activity in the year before, as expected
@dany_bahar
But if migrants work, will they steal our jobs?
@dany_bahar
Complements or 
substitutes?
@dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
• Friedberg (2001) studies the 
case of skilled population 
migrating to Israel: in 1990 
alone, immigration from 
USSR increased population 
by 4% (!), and then 1.4% 
every year until 1995. In 
total, 20%.
• No evidence of drop in 
wages for natives in same 
labor market.
• What about unskilled 
migration? @dany_bahar
Fundamental worker migrants 
and labor markets
• Mixed evidence. For the most 
part downward pressure on 
wages. If it exists, is small and 
temporary, until there is a 
replenishment of the capital 
stock.
• Infrastructure, schools, but also 
firms’ capital to integrate workers
• This is crucial when there are 
massive and quick inflows
• Hence, need policies to facilitate 
capital investment in areas with 
high influence of migrants, which 
also help the host community.
@dany_bahar
Fundamental worker migrants 
and labor markets
• It is more complex than that: medium to long-term story is different!
• Migrants tend to compete with other migrants within the same ”age and 
education” cells (Ottaviano and Peri, 2011)
• Even if unskilled migrants tend to be ”imperfect substitutes” to natives 
with low educational attainment, studies show wage increases… how 
come?
• Complementarities b/t migrants and natives occur across all skill groups!
• Upward occupational mobility: Natives react to competition by specializing in 
more complex tasks
• Ottaviano and Peri (2011) conclude that between 1990 and 2006 
immigration had a small positive effect on the wages of unskilled 
American-born workers, but reduced the wages of previous generations 
of migrants.
@dany_bahar
• Foged and Peri (2015) study a 
sudden increase in labor 
supply in Denmark between 
1990s to 2000s due to 
immigrants/refugees from 8 
countries
• Individual data allows to create a group 
of natives that would compete for the 
same jobs.
• 40% of refugees did not have a high-
school degree. Most did not speak 
Danish. @dany_bahar
The entry of 
unskilled workers 
into the labor force 
resulted in upward 
occupational 
mobility of natives, 
towards less manual 
intensive tasks and 
more complex jobs.
As a result salaries 
increased.
No evidence of work 
displacement. @dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
In the US, 
according to BLS, 
some of the 
occupations 
projected to grow 
the most 
correspond to 
fundamental
workers, for which 
migration will be 
key.
FACT: Doctors need aides. Engineers need cooks.
• A 2017 report by the National Academies of 
Sciences, Engineering and Medicine by leading 
immigration economists, across the political 
spectrum.
• Page 434: “the total fiscal impact of a new 
immigrant who most resembles recent 
immigrants […] creates a positive fiscal balance 
flow to all levels of government with an NPV of 
$259,000.”
• Lots of assumptions and heterogeneity… but it is 
an underestimate, as it assumes many indirect 
taxes as zero. @dany_bahar
“If half the population of the poor 
region emigrates, migrants would gain 
$23 trillion—which is 38% of global GDP. 
For non-migrants […] the net effect of 
these other changes could theoretically 
be negative, zero, or positive. 
But when combining these factors with 
the gains to migrants, we might 
plausibly imagine overall gains of 20–
60% of global GDP.” @dany_bahar
Michael 
Clemens
Center
for
Global
Development
• Founded by David Tran in 1980, Huy
Fong Foods today employs close to 
200 workers in Irwindale, California 
and its sales exceed $60 million per 
year. 
• The company is named after the 
freighter Huey Fong that carried him 
and over 3,000 other refugees out of 
Vietnam to the coast of California in 
December 1978.
@dany_bahar
Migrants are 
15% of US 
population, 
but are over 
represented 
in new 
ventures and 
among 
inventors
@dany_bahar
Young 
firms have 
created 
~1.5 
million 
jobs a year 
in the US 
during the 
past 
decades
Source: Kaufmann Foundation
@dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
Alesina et al. (2016) show that 
increasing birthplace diversity of 
skilled immigrants by 1pp raises 
long-run output by about 2% 
• Authors suggest a faster pace of 
innovation as a mechanism:
• birthplace diversity explains 
higher patenting…
• … and higher total factor 
productivity
@dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
Networks
Diffusion of Knowledge
• US firms struggle 
exporting to and 
investing in foreign 
countries
• Migrants reduce the 
costs of ”doing 
business” between two 
nations, fostering trade 
and foreign investment
@dany_bahar
• US states that they 
randomly received more 
Vietnamese refugees in the 
late 1970s and are larger 
exporters of goods and 
services to Vietnam today 
(Parsons and Vezina, 2018)
• This is applicable to all 
countries and particularly 
for goods that are 
differentiated. Also 
applicable to foreign 
investment.
@dany_bahar
• US states that they 
randomly received more 
Vietnamese refugees in the 
late 1970s and are larger 
exporters of goods and 
services to Vietnam today 
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for goods that are 
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applicable to foreign 
investment.
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@dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
What is productivity?
@dany_bahar
IGNORANCE
A measure
of our OWN
Moses Abramovitz (1956)
“
”
@dany_bahar
3 types of 
“knowledge”
@dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
Knowledge has a large 
tacit component.
Michael Polanyi (1966)
Channels for knowledge 
transmission are limited to 
human interaction 
Kenneth Arrow (1969) @dany_bahar
Tacit knowledge is 
difficult to transfer
and to acquire
@dany_bahar
Productive knowledge has a 
tacit component @dany_bahar
Tacit knowledge that travels through narrow 
channels and its diffusion is geographically 
localized @dany_bahar
Patents citations are 
predominantly local 
(Jaffe, Trajtenberg and Henderson) @dany_bahar
Industrial R&D has 
geographically 
“bounded” spillovers
@dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
Is the emergence of a new export sector 
consistent with local diffusion of knowledge?
Bahar, Hausmann and 
Hidalgo (2014 JIE)
• Uses new export as a 
measure of knowledge 
acquisition (control for 
global demand)
• Emergence of new 
export product explained 
to existence of such 
product in a neighbors’
export basket
@dany_bahar
Export 
similarity is 
stronger 
among 
neighbors 
and strongly 
decays with 
distance
@dany_bahar
Bahar, Dany, Ricardo Hausmann, and César A Hidalgo. 2014. Neighbors and the Evolution of the Comparative Advantage of Nations: 
Evidence of International Knowledge Diffusion?. Journal of International Economics 92, no. 1: 111-123.
@dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
Bahar (2019): Hardships of long-distance 
relationships: knowledge and MNC
• Using Dun and Bradstreet 
data, test whether MNC 
are less likely to expand 
abroad in knowledge 
intensive activities
• Able to geo-locate each 
headquarters and its 
branches throughout the 
globe
@dany_bahar
• Use a new 
measure of tacit
knowledge 
intensity, based on 
the experience 
and on-the-job 
training of workers 
in the industry
• Based on O*NET 
workers’ 
characteristics
@dany_bahar
Bahar (2019): Hardships of long-distance 
relationships: knowledge and MNC
• There exists a tradeoff 
between knowledge 
intensity and distance
between HQ & foreign 
subsidiaries within MNCs
• A MNC in Houston TX 
would locate a meat 
packing subsidiary in 
Kabul in Afghanistan and a 
semiconductor plant in 
Ireland
@dany_bahar
Bahar (2019): Hardships of long-distance 
relationships: knowledge and MNC
@dany_bahar
Bahar (2019): Hardships of long-distance 
relationships: knowledge and MNC
• Comparing equidistant foreign 
subsidiaries, those in a closer TZ 
are more knowledge intensive
• Being in same TZ effectively 
“reduces” distance b/t HQ & 
subsidiary by about 1/3, or 
2000km on average.
• Cost of shipping intermediates 
can’t explain tradeoff (Keller and 
Yeaple 2013)
• Comparing equidistant foreign 
subsidiaries, those in a closer 
TZ are more knowledge 
intensive
• Being in same TZ effectively 
“reduces” distance b/t HQ & 
subsidiary by about 1/3, or 
2000km on average.
• Cost of shipping intermediates 
can’t explain tradeoff (Keller 
and Yeaple 2013)
@dany_bahar
Bahar (2019): Hardships of long-distance 
relationships: knowledge and MNC
Closer to HQ
• The world has been 
experiencing a 
productivity slow-down 
since the mid 2000s.
• It has also been 
accompanied by 
increasing productivity 
dispersion. Why?
@dany_bahar
Bahar (2018): Middle productivity trap
• Using millions of firm-
level yearly observations 
I investigate whether 
there is productivity
convergence. Why would 
there be?
• I find convergence, but 
also divergence: a ”U-
shaped” relationship.
@dany_bahar
Bahar (2018): Middle productivity trap
Bahar (2018): Middle productivity trap
If knowledge transmission 
requires human interaction…
...then the patterns of 
international knowledge diffusion 
should follow the patterns of 
international migration 
@dany_bahar
Bahar and Rapoport (2018 EJ)
@dany_bahar
Bahar and Rapoport (2018 EJ)
@dany_bahar
Immigrants and 
emigrants can explain 
the emergence of new 
sectors in the countries 
that receive them
• Using an instrumental 
variable approach we 
find a causal 
relationship
• Not explained by 
bilateral trade due to 
information networks
Bahar and Rapoport (2018 EJ)
@dany_bahar
Bahar and Rapoport (2018 EJ)
@dany_bahar
Migrants and innovation…
• If we look at patents filed 
in each country and 
technology, the first 10% 
of all patents (ever!) have 
a much higher likelihood 
of having a migrant 
inventor in the team.
• This disappears after the 
first 30-40% of patents.
Bahar, Choudhury and Rapoport (ongoing)
@dany_bahar
Kim, Bahar and Choudhury (ongoing)
Increased int’l human mobility, proxied by non-stop
flights in between locations, results in higher
propensity to cite other patents and collaborate with
other inventors across borders.
@dany_bahar
A story of refugees…
@dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
• In 1991 Yugoslavia starts a process 
that ends with its disintegration into 
6 countries (7 later on). Croatia and 
Slovenia secede first. 
• Right away, fighting begins b/t Serbia 
and Croatia 
• In 1992 Bosnia votes for independence too, leading to a 
civil war fueled by local armed forces.
• In late 1995 the Dayton Accord is signed to end the war, 
after years of bloodshed and massive forced displacement. 
Bahar et al: ”Let their knowledge flow: the effect of 
Yugoslavian returning refugees on export productivity”
• We study transfer of 
knowledge through return 
migration using the 
returnees from Germany to 
former Yugoslavian 
countries after the Balkan 
wars
• We use administrative data 
from Institute for Employment 
Research in Germany
• Explore how it affected the 
future development of YUG
@dany_bahar
Bahar et al: ”Let their knowledge flow: the effect of 
Yugoslavian returning refugees on export productivity”
@dany_bahar
Bahar et al: ”Let their knowledge flow: the effect of 
Yugoslavian returning refugees on export productivity”
• By 2000, ~70% of 
the refugees that 
arrived between 
1991 and 1995 had 
left the country.
• We track how many 
refugees working in 
each 4-digit industry 
left the labor force 
(i.e., returned)
@dany_bahar
Bahar et al: ”Let their knowledge flow: the effect of 
Yugoslavian returning refugees on export productivity”
• We find that 
export products 
in Yugoslavian 
countries grew 
the most in 
industries with 
more return 
migration.
@dany_bahar
Bahar et al: ”Let their knowledge flow: the effect of 
Yugoslavian returning refugees on export productivity”
• We find that 
export products 
in Yugoslavian 
countries grew 
the most in 
industries with 
more return 
migration.
@dany_bahar
Bahar et al: ”Let their knowledge flow: the effect of 
Yugoslavian returning refugees on export productivity”
• Similar 
countries DO 
NOT start 
exporting the 
same products!
• It is not a 
“convergence” 
story
@dany_bahar
Bahar et al: ”Let their knowledge flow: the effect of 
Yugoslavian returning refugees on export productivity”
• Further, we find 
that industries 
where most 
refugees arrived 
“early” started 
growing earlier, 
too.
@dany_bahar
Bahar et al: ”Let their knowledge flow: the effect of 
Yugoslavian returning refugees on export productivity”
Bahar et al: ”Let their knowledge flow: the effect of 
Yugoslavian returning refugees on export productivity”
• We find a consistent 
pattern extending 
the exercise to all 
countries.
• Effect is up to 10X 
stronger among 
managerial-type of 
occupations
@dany_bahar
Insights on the role of policy
• There is vast evidence on positive role of
migrants in the economy.
• In the era of productivity slowdown, 
knowledge diffusion is the biggest 
challenge our economies face. 
(International) labor mobility is key.
• An economy that looks to diversify into
new products and destinations; that aims
to foster innovation & entrepreneurship,
would highly benefit from labor mobility.
@dany_bahar
Insights on the role of policy
• The government can play a role in
providing necessary public goods and
addressing market failures when it comes
to immigrants:
• Legal framework for migrants to work
• Chicken-egg problems when it comes to
entrepreneurship (e.g., Startup Chile).
• Diasporas and circular migration have
high potential for economic development,
but also face difficulties:
• Externalities for small firms
@dany_bahar
Thank you!
Please email me dbahar@brookings.com
and follow me on Twitter @dany_bahar
@dany_bahar
